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§ I. Introduction 

We shall be concerned with parametric problems in the calculus of 
variations as exemplified by an integral of the type 

( 1.1) I - I F( i "i) dt ( "i - rkf;l. . - 1 2 ) - X, X , X - """"Ji, ~- , , ..• , n , 

where it is assumed that the integrand F(xi, xi) is of class 02 with respect 
to its 2n arguments and positively homogeneous of the first degree in 
the variables xi. If the function F(xi, xi) does not only assume positive 
values, it is often of utmost importance to know whether or not it is 
possible to replace the integrand in (l.l) by a new function F*(xi, xi), 
which is always positive 1) and such that the extremals of the new problem 
are identical with those of (I. I). For instance, if we put 2) 

(1.2) F*(xi, Xi)= F(xi, Xi)+~~ xi, 

where S =S(xi) is some function depending on the xi only, the extremals 
corresponding to the integrand F*(xi, xi) coincide with those of (l.l), 
since the addition of an exact differential to the integrand obviously 
cannot affect any extremals. Problems in the calculus of variations whose 
integrals are related according to (1.2) are called equivalent. 

However, it may not always be possible to find a suitable function 
S(xi) which ensures that F*(xi, xi) be positive. This is indicated by the 
following result, due to CARATHEODORY 3). 

Theorem: If the integrand F(xi, xi) is defined for all line-elements 

1) We remark that in the theory of Finsler spaces, based on integrals of the 
type (1.1), it is invariably assumed that the integrand is positive. It will be evident 
that this is indeed a very strong assumption, which indicates the need for a more 
general geometrical theory. 

2 ) The summation convention (according to which repeated indices imply 
summation over the range 1 to n) will be used throughout. 

·when xi or i/ appear as suffixes, they denote partial differentiation with respect 
to the variable sh0\\'11. 

3 ) See [1], § 1 for the case n = 2; for the general case [2], p. 243. 
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(xi, xi) of a region of the space Rn of the xi, and if at some point xtO) 
of Rn there exists a strong positive regular line-element (x10>, x10>), it is 
possible to construct equivalent integrands which are positive in a 
neighbourhood of the point xfo>· 

The essential condition, then, appears to be the existence of some 
strong positive regular line-element (x10>, xtO)), i.e. that at xf0> the Weier
strass excess function be positive for all values xi* kx10>, (k;;;;. 0): 

In § 2 we shall show that this condition imposes a very severe 
restriction on the types of integrands which may be replaced by positive 
equivalent integrands. In fact, suppose that F(xi, xi) satisfies the sym
metry condition 

(1.4) 

such integrands being of particular significance in the calculus of variations 
since (1.4) ensures that the value of the integral (1.1) is independent of 
the direction of integration. It will be seen that for integrands of this 
type the process exemplified by (1.2} is superfluous, while for a large class 
of integrands condition (1.3) cannot be fulfilled, this restriction being 
effective in view of a converse to Caratheodory's theorem. 

In § 3 we shall indicate that the application of (1.2} is equivalent to a 
projective transformation applied to the extremals; this in turn gives 
rise to certain implications -albeit of a negative nature- with regard to 
the inverse problem of the calculus of variations. 

§ 2. Applicability of the process (1.2) 

We shall now prove the following 

Theorem: Let F(xi, xi) be a function of class 02, defined for all 
line-elements (xi, xi) of a region G of Rn. If F(xi, xi) is positively homo
geneous of the first degree in the xi, while satisfying condition (1.4}, and 
if there exists a line-element (x10>, xtO)) of G for which condition (1.3) is 
satisfied, then F(xi, xi) is automatically positive in a neighbourhood of xto>· 

Proof: If we put xi=- xtO) in condition (1.3}, we immediately 
deduce by means of (1.4} and Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions 
that 

(2.1) 

Let us write (1.3) in the form: 

(2.2) [F(x{O)> xi)- F(xfo>> x{Q))] + [F(x{O)> xfo)) -F:ti(Xio)> Xio))xi] > 0, 

for all xi""' kxto> (k;;;;. 0). 
Suppose now that F(xt0>, xi) is not positive for all line-elements (x10>, xi). 
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Then there exists at least one direction ~i (~i =f- 0) at xt0, for which 
F(x10,, ~i) = 0, i.e. 

(2.3) 

for all values of}., which may be positive or negative according to (1.4). 
In the tangent space T n(xt0,) of Rn at xtOJ we may define a hyperplane ll 
by means of the equation 

(2.4) 

We now have to consider two possibilities: 

Case (a): The vector ~i (produced if necessary) issuing from the 
origin of Tn(x10J) intersects ll, i.e. there exists a number 11- such that 
xi= 11-~i satisfies (2.4). If these values are substituted in condition (2.2) 
while (2.3) is taken into account we obtain 

which contradicts (2.1 ). 

Case (b) : The vector ~i (produced) does not intersect ll. In this 
case ~i is parallel to n, or transversal to xto) : 

Putting xi=~i in (1.3), we obtain 

F(x{0,, ~i) > 0, 

which contradicts (2.3). 
Thus in both cases we arrive at a contradiction, which shows that under 

the conditions of the theorem F(x10,, xi) cannot change sign, so that our 
assertion follows directly from (2.1) and the continuity of F(xi, xi). 

An immediate consequence of the above analysis is the fact that a 
function F(xi, xi) which satisfies condition (1.4) and which assumes 
positive as well as non-positive values at xto> cannot possess a strong 
positive regular line-element at xtm· Also, a glance at (1.3) shows that the 
same conclusion applies to all functions for which the relations 

(2.5) 

are satisfied identically, in particular, therefore to all rational integrands 
F(xt, xi), these being homogeneous of the first degree in xt. 

We may conclude that no problems in the calculus of variations corre
sponding to such classes of functions can be replaced by equivalent 
positive definite problems. This follows directly from the converse of 
Caratheodory' s theorem: "If there exists a function S(xi) such that 
F*(xi, xi) as defined by (1.2) is positive for all line-elements (xi, xi) of 
a region G of Rn (provided not all the xi vanish simultaneously), then 



there exists at least one strong positive line-element of F(xi, i:i) at each 
point_ xi of G". 

This assertion is easily established as follows: in accordance with the 
usual definition of the Weierstrass excess function (left hand side of (1.3)) 
we define 

(2.6) E *( i ·i 'i)- F*( i '1) F* ( ; ·i ) ·t XiOl> XiOI> X - X(O)> X - x' X(O)> XiOJ X • 

Differentiation of (1.2) yields 

If this result, together with ( 1.2), is substituted in (2.6), we find 

(2.7) E*(x{O)> i:{o)• i:1) = E(x{o)• i:{o)> xi), 

Hence the excess function is unaffected by the transition (1.2), and it 
follows that F has a strong positive regular line-element if F* possesses 
one. But F*(xi, i;i) > 0 by hypothesis, so that the set F*(xf01 , :i;i).;;;;: 1 is 
bounded in Tn(xf01 ). It is therefore immediately obvious from a purely 
geometrical point of view that this set possesses supporting hyperplanes, 
each of which defines a line-element of the required type 4). - [Alter
natively, one may approach this problem analytically by actually con
structing a strong positive regular line-element. Consider extreme values 
of E*(xf01 , x101 , xi) subject to F*(x~0p xi)= 1, (x101 , :il01 ) being an arbitrary 
initial line-element. If, apart from the trivial solution corresponding to 
:i;i = :ifop these extreme values are positive, (x101 , :if01 ) is of the required 
type. Otherwise, let :i1n be the direction giving the least extreme value, 
and consider extreme values of E*(x101 , xtn, :i;i), again subject to 
P*(xf01 , i;i) = l. It is easily verified that these extreme values are positive 
(apart from that given by i;i=xtz)), so that (xfop xtz)) is a strong positive 
regular line-element]. 

Before concluding this section, we should refer to a theorem due to 
Damkohler and Hop£ 5) according to which a function S(xi), giving rise 
to an equivalent positive definite problem, may be constructed in a 
region G, provided there exists a pair of fixed points xfw xf21 in G such that 
the integral (1.1) taken from x11l to xf21 along any (piece-wise continuous) 
path in G possesses a lower bound. Clearly the converse of this statement 
is also valid: and since we have shown that (1.3) is also a necessary 
condition, it follows that the condition of Damkohler and Hop£ is equi
valent to that of Caratheodory's theorem 6). 

4 ) See [2], p. 244. 
5) See [3], p. 13. 
6) It should be pointed out that in [3] it is not assumed that the integrand F 

is of class 0 2 ; strictly speaking, then, the equivalence of those conditions should 
be stated subject to the differentiability conditions of Caratheodory's theorem. 
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§ 3. The transition ( 1.2) as a projective transformation 

We now impose an additional condition, namely that 

det I F;'x; (xk, i;k) 1 > 0. 

It is then possible to write the differential equations of the extremals in 
the form 7) 

(3.1) 

where the special parameter s is defined by 

(3.2) ds = F(xi, dxi), 

and the functions Qi are given by 

(3.3) 

We remark that the Qi are positively homogeneous of degree 2 in the i;i. 

Let us now subject (3.1) to a parameter transformation: a=a(s), a being 
arbitrary for the present except for the condition (dafds) i= 0. The differ
ential equations (3.1) now assume the form 

(3.4) d2xi + 2Gi (xk. d:c") __ ;... dxi (dza) (da)- 2 = 0 
da2 · da ' da ds 2 ds ' 

or, alternatively, 

(3.5) dxi [d2xi + 2Gi (xk dxk)J = dx1 [d2xi + 2Gi (xk dxk)J . 
da da2 ' da da da2 ' da 

Clearly, in this form the differential equations of the extremals are 
invariant under parameter transformations. 

Alternatively, equations (3.5) remain unchanged if we replace the 
functions Qi by new functions G*i, the latter being defined by 

(3.6) G*i (xk dx") = Qi (xk. d:e") - P (xk dxk) dxi 
' da · da ' da da ' 

where P(xk, dxk) is an arbitrary scalar function positively homogeneous 
of the first degree in dxk. In fact, (3.6) represents the most general modi
fication of the functions Qi which leaves the extremals (3.5) unchanged. 
The transition (3.6) is called a projective change. 

We shall now show that any transition of the type (1.2) may be interpreted 
as being merely a projective change. This follows from the following 
considerations: 

Corresponding to (3.2) we define a new parameter a by means of (1.2) 
by putting 

(3. 7) da=F*(xi, dxi)=F(xi, dxi)+Sxt(xi)dxi. 

7 ) ~:k•c• l·1J, p. li. 

10 Series A 
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'In view of (3.2) we then have 

(3.8) 

and 

(3.9) 

du =I +S dx' =I+ dS. 
ds · zl ds · ds · 

d2u d2S 
ds2 = ds2' 

If we now replaces by a in the equations of the extremals (3.I), we find, 
according to (3.4) in terms of (3.8) and (3.9) that these equations assume 
the form 

(3.10) d2xi + 2Gi (xi dxi) + dx' d2S [r dSJ -2 = O. 
du2 ' du du ds2 + ds 

But since the extremals of F and F* coincide, these equations also 
represent the extremals of F* : hence, in virtue of the significance of the 
special parameter a defined by (3.7), equations (3.10) are equivalent to 

(3.11) d2x' + 2 G*·i (xi dxi) = 0 
du2 ' du ' 

where the G*i result from F* according to the analogue of equation (3.3). 
From (3.10) and (3.11) we then deduce that Gi and G*i are related by a 
projective change such as (3.6), the function P(xk, dxkfds) being given by 

(3.12) 2 P (xk dxk) du = 2 p (xk dxk) = - d2S [ 1 + dSJ -1 . 
' du ds ' ds ds2 ds 

Conversely, suppose that we are given a congruence of extremals which 
cover a region G of Rn simply, the parameters being measured along each 
extremal of the congruence from some initially fixed hypersurface £ of 
Rn. Let P(xk, dxkfds) be a given function homogeneous of the first degree 
in the dxkfds, giving rise to a projective change of the type (3.6). We 
assert that such a projective change always determines suitable functions 
S(xi), such that a transition (1.2} with a corresponding parameter a can 
be found, which ensures that after the projective change the congruence 
of extremals satisfies the differential equations (3.11). 

In fact, if Q(xi) is any point of G, a unique extremal r of the congruence 
passing through Q is determined. Let r intersect £ in the point Q(xi). 
Let us write 

(3.13) l(P) ""'l(xi) =- 2 J~ P(xk, :) ds. 
rQ 

Integration of (3.12) then gives 

(3.14) 

where 01 is an arbitrary constant, and further 

Q . 

(3.15) S(xi) = J (01 e<lx'J -l)ds+02. 
ru 
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This is the required function, for if we substitute (3.14) in (1.2) a function 
F*(xk, dxk) is obtained, the corresponding parameter a satisfying the 
differential equation 

(3.16) d2 u = _ ·) p (xk d.r:k) du = _ 2 p (xk dxk) (du)" 
ds" - ' ds ds ' du ds 

m VIew of (3.13) and (3.14). The equation (3.11) then follows directly 
from (3.16), (3.4) and (3.6). 

We remark that in this construction it is necessary that we should 
confine our attention to a congruence of extremals, for the function (3.15) 
will, in general, depend on the choice of this congruence. 

In conclusion we note the following consequence of our analysis. Suppose 
that we are given a set of differential equations of the type ( 3.1 ), defined 
by given functions Qi(xk, dxkfds), positively homogeneous of the second 
degree in dxkfds. In general such a set need not represent the extremals 
of some problem in the calculus of variations. From the above results it 
follows that a mere projective change cannot affect this aspect of the 
system (3.1). More precisely: A given set of equations (3.1) which initially 
does not represent extremals cannot be transformed into a set of differential 
equations of extremals by means of a projective change. 

This result is of some significance with regard to the geometry of paths, 
for in the literature on this subject occasional attempts have been made 
to change paths into geodesics by means of projective transformations. 

Department of 1~athematics, 
University of Natal, South Africa 
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